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Short communication
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a b s t r a c t

Postural instability and gait disorders (PIGD) in Parkinson’s disease (PD) seem to be associated with
executive dysfunction. We investigated which specific executive functions are associated with functional
mobility in mildly affected PD patients. Functional mobility (Timed Up&Go Test, TUG), PIGD score,
(spatial) working memory, set shifting, response inhibition and response generation were assessed in
a large cohort of 232 non-demented PD patients. Both performance on the TUG and PIGD score were
weakly associated with working memory and response generation (semantic and phonemic fluency).
TUG also correlated with semantic fluency when corrected for disease severity and age. These results
indicate that response generation and working memory are associated with (and possibly also causally
related to) gait and balance deficits. In order to fully interpret gait and postural stability of PD patients in
everyday situations, the role of impairments in working memory and response generation should be
taken into account.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is characterized by its motor features
including gait difficulty and postural instability. Moreover, already in
the early stages of PD some 20% of patients have mild cognitive
impairment [1]. Because of the underlying neurodegenerative nature
of PD, cognitive impairments are overall related to increased motor
severity [2]. For example, the motor subtype with predominantly
posture and gait disorders is a strong predictor of severe cognitive
decline [3]. However, associations between more specific aspects of
cognitive function and motor impairments are less clear [2].

With respect to cognitive domains, the executive functions are
particularly affected in PD. Executive deficits can hamper activities
in everyday life in PD for various reasons. First, activities of daily
living can be affected directly because of an inability to organize,
shift, monitor and play. In addition, executive dysfunction can
impair daily-life performance more indirectly, via a detrimental
effect on motor function. Specifically, there is increasing evidence
to suggest that executive functions play an important role in gait

and postural adjustments [4]. For example, even healthy individ-
uals without cognitive deficits reduce their walking speed and take
smaller steps when they must perform a secondary cognitive task
while walking, suggesting that executive or cognitive control is
required for seemingly automatic functions like walking.

The results from such dual-task studies have consistently shown
effects on various gait variables, in particular walking speed, stride
length and step-to-step variability. However, it has not been clari-
fied which specific aspects of executive function are important in
relation to impairments in gait and balance. Here, we aimed to
further clarify the association between functional mobility (Timed
Up&Go Test), posture instability and gait disorders (PIGD), and four
main aspects of executive function [5,6]: updating/working
memory, set shifting, response inhibition, and response generation
in a large cohort of non-demented PD patients.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Our study sample was a subsample of the ParkFit study population [7]. Baseline
assessment of cognitive functions and mobility measures are presented here.
Inclusion criteria were PD (diagnosed according to the UK Brain Bank criteria), age
between 40 and 75 years, a sedentary lifestyle, Hoehn & Yahr (H&Y) �3, and Mini-
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Mental State Examination (MMSE) �24. The study was approved by the regional
medical ethical committee (CMO region Arnhem-Nijmegen) and patients gave their
written informed consent.

The present analysis is limited to patients who completed all executive function
and mobility tests (N ¼ 232, 66% men, 64.4 � 7.9 years). Mean Unified Parkinson’s
Disease Rating Scale-III (UPDRS-III) score was 33.4 � 9.1 and mean MMSE score was
28.1 � 1.6. Almost 80% of patients (n ¼ 183) was in H&Y stage 2; the other patients
had HY stage 1 (n ¼ 3; 1%), 1.5 (n ¼ 6; 3%), stage 2.5 (n ¼ 35; 15%) or stage 3 (n ¼ 5;
2%). Most patients (47%) scored category 3 for their level of education (range 1 e no
education to 6 e university).

2.2. Materials and procedure

The Timed Up&Go (TUG) test was used as an index of mobility [8]. In this test
the patient has to stand up from a chair, walk 3 m at comfortable speed, turn 180� ,
walk back to the chair and sit down again. The sum score of items 27e30 of the
UPDRS-III (arising from chair, posture, gait, postural stability) was used to calculate
PIGD score.

Updating/working memory was examined using the Spatial Working Memory
(SWM) subtest of the Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery
(CANTAB) [9]. In this computerized task, participants have to search for a hidden
token by clicking a number of boxes that are presented in a spatial layout. After
finding a token, participants have to search for a new token that is hidden in one of
the other boxes. Within-search errors occur if a participant returns to a previously
‘opened’ box within a search, whereas between-search errors occur if a participant
returns to a box that already contained a token in a previous search. Also, a strategy
index reflects the efficiency of the search path.

Set shifting was assessed using the Intradimensional/Extradimensional (ID/ED)
Set Shift test from CANTAB [9]. Here, participants have to learn a sorting rule by
clicking stimuli that differ in different dimensions (shapes and lines) using feedback.
After six consecutive correct responses according to the to-be-learned rule, the rule
changes and participants have to learn the new sorting rule. Outcome measures
were the number of stages completed and the number of errors made (adjusted for
the number of stages completed).

Response inhibition was measured using an auditory Stroop paradigm [10],
which allowed for precise recording of reaction times per response (in contrast to
the widely-used paper-and-pencil Stroop Color-Word Test). In this task, patients
hear the words “high” or “low” spoken at a high or low tone, every 2 s. Participants
were instructed to respond as fast as possible by repeating the tone of the stimulus.
Verbal reaction time and accuracy were combined in a composite score (accuracy/
verbal reaction time).

Response generation was measured by the ability to access long-term memory
using either a phonological cue (letter fluency; naming as many words as possible
starting with the letter “M” in 1min) or a semantic cue (semantic fluency; naming as
many animals in 1 min) [11].

Individual performance on SWM, ID/ED and fluency were compared to age and/
or education or IQ corrected available normative data for the CANTAB (n ¼ 2000)
[12] and the fluency tests (n ¼ 1856) [11]. An individual performance was classified
as impaired if the individual scorewasmore than 1.65 SD below the normativemean
(i.e., below the 5th percentile) [13]. No normative data were available for the Stroop
paradigm.

2.3. Data analysis

To test the associations between performance on the TUG and PIGD score and
the performance on cognitive tests, univariate regression coefficients were calcu-
lated using linear regression. Next, a multivariate linear regression model was
constructed to predict TUG and PIGD using the significant variables from the
univariate regression together with age, UPDRS-III score and educational level as
independent variables. Significant contribution was accepted at p < 0.05.

3. Results

PD patients needed on average 9.51 � 2.85 s to complete the
TUG. Mean PIGD score was 2.3 (�1.3). Regression coefficients for
the association between fluency tests and the TUGwere significant,
yet weak (beta between �0.198 and �0.340, Table 1). Similar beta
values were observed for the association between Spatial Working
Memory and the TUG regarding between-search errors and
strategy. Other cognitive outcome measures were not correlated
with the TUG. The linear regression analysis with PIGD score as
dependent variable produced similar results.

A stepwise multivariate regression model was constructed by
entering fluency tests and SWM between errors and strategy scores,
together with UPDRS-III score, age and educational level. UPDRS-III
(beta ¼ 0.263, p < 0.001), age (beta ¼ 0.212, p ¼ 0.001), and
semantic fluency (beta¼�0.197, p¼ 0.002) contributed significantly
to themodel, together explaining 24%of the total variance of the TUG.
Only UPDRS-III (beta ¼ 0.469, p < 0.001) and age (beta ¼ 0.186,
p ¼ 0.002) survived multivariate regression with PIGD as dependent
variable. Thismodel explained 31%of the total variance of PIGD score.

4. Discussion

In this study, we evaluated which of the four domains of exec-
utive function is involved in functional mobility in a large cohort of
patients with PD. Spatial Working Memory and verbal fluency
showed small but significant associations with both the TUG and
PIGD scores. Moreover, semantic fluency was significantly associ-
ated with mobility, independent of age and severity of motor signs
as measured with the UPDRS-III.

The association of response generation and working memory
(updating) with the TUG can be explained as an involvement of
executive control during this seemingly pure motor task. Ongoing
movement requires continuous monitoring and updating in order
to adjust to ongoing changes in the environment. Specifically, the

Table 1
Cognitive test performance and univariate regression analysis for prediction of TUG and PIGD.

Test (N ¼ 232) Outcome measure Test performance Univariate regression with TUGc Univariate regression with PIGDd

Mean � SD % impairede Beta SE Beta SE

Updating/working
memory

SWMa Within-search errors 2.91 � 4.36 4 0.032 0.043 0.196* 0.019
Between-search errors 43.37 � 20.97 4 0.274* 0.009 0.271* 0.004
Strategy 35.63 � 5.41 4 0.206* 0.034 0.137* 0.015

Set shifting
ID/EDb Stages completed 7.52 � 2.00 17 �0.041 0.094 �0.098 0.041

Total errors (adjusted) 54.87 � 46.14 18 0.051 0.004 0.106 0.002
Inhibition
Auditory Stroop Composite score 1.48 � 1.72 NA 0.049 0.109 0.009 0.048
Response generation
Fluency Phonemic 11.51 � 4.66 6 �0.198* 0.040 �0.142* 0.018

Semantic 18.00 � 5.71 26 �0.340* 0.031 �0.224* 0.014

*Significant regression coefficients (p < 0.05).
a Spatial Working Memory.
b Intradimensional/Extradimensional Set Shift.
c Timed Up&Go Test.
d Postural Instability and Gait Disorders.
e Impaired performance was defined as more than 1.65 SD deviation below the normative mean. For the auditory Stroop test, no normative values were available.
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turning and transfer components of the TUG might demand exec-
utive processing. Alternatively, one could argue that processing
speed underlies both executive functions and the TUG [14].
However, the Stroop task is presumably the most time-critical
cognitive task in our design, but was not associated with perfor-
mance on the TUG.

It is important to note that the patients in our sample were
relatively mildly affected. The H&Y stages and UPDRS-III scores
were low. This indicates that our research sample of PD patients
probably had only minor gait difficulties and postural instability.
With regard to the extent of executive dysfunction, impairments
were present in set shifting (17e18%) and semantic fluency
(26%), but not in working memory and phonemic fluency.
However, even small decrements in executive function may
affect motor function in more complex daily-life environments,
which require more planning and switching than the TUG test
which was performed under well-controlled circumstances in
our study. Also, since PD progressively affects both cognitive and
motor functions, the interaction between both domains might
place PD patients in vulnerable everyday situations in more
advanced disease stages.

The results from this study revealed that in non-demented PD
patients with minor gait deficits, response generation and working
memory are the executive functions that are weakly associated
with functional mobility. With regard to clinical practice, we
recommend that in order to fully interpret gait and postural
stability of PD patients in everyday situations, the role of impair-
ments in working memory and response generation, even when
mild, should be taken into account.
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